HIV/AIDS in the Western world has proven to be a near--finite phenomenon, at its peak in the period of time between 1982 and 1996, when the efficacy of new treatments was announced by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) in the United States of America. In slightly under fifteen years, a disease and its human ramifications had been defined, explosively chronicled, and then consigned to a comparative silence.
This discursive flowering and fading is rare in such compressed form.
The early moments of description, when the nature of a disease is delimited, have still not been thoroughly explored epistemologically. We still lack any real archaeology of those decisions by which diseases are isolated symptomatically from David Herkt-Degrees of Proximity in the Age of HIV 299
surrounding phenomena in the process of knowledge production. HIV was also different from other recent diseases in that its major effect was to compromise the immune system; death came as a consequence of other opportunistic infections. It was therefore difficult to conceptualise. Cures. His is a view from the inside.
The Nearness of Others is a series of tacks or slants from, around and towards
the subject. Sometimes intimate, sometimes more general, the book's fragmentary sections range between a paragraph and several pages, arranged into broader categories ('Diagnosis', 'Others', 'Disclosure', 'Taste', 'Tact', 'Contact' and 'Names').
While their compound effect explores the events, echoes and epistemic it. 'To turn away and ejaculate safely registers here as a sign of care for the other but also as a reminder of times when contacts were more direct, more involved perhaps.
As for the silence that extends from the encounter in the park to the rest of the city, it doesn't deny reality but, on the contrary, acknowledges with tact the ravages of the epidemic.' (284) Acknowledgement, however, is a broader issue than tact. 'Disclosure is thus -
